
Making travel safer and faster! 

The 
Driving
is On Me

The 
Charging

is On Us

gush Dan is moving forward to independent charging

Beginning December 21, 2018, it will not be possible to purchase ride tickets or to charge 
your rav Kav with bus drivers in gush Dan (ring 1).*

Senior citizens will continue to be able to purchase paper tickets from the driver. Passengers without a charged Rav Kav will 
be able to purchase a charged anonymous Rav-Kav card from the driver charged with a single-ride fare for 10.90 NIS.

*Cities included in Ring 1: Yishrash | Rishon Lezion | Be’er Yaakov | Nir Zvi | Matzliah | Ramle | Lod | Zeitan | Bat Yam | Mikve Yisrael | Holon | Azor  
Tel Aviv-Jaffa | Mishmar Hashiva | Beit Dagan | Ganot | Kfar Chabad | Hemed | Or Yehuda | Givatayim | Ramat Gan | Kiryat Ono | Givat Shmuel  

Bnei Brak | Ahiezer | Yagel | Yehud Monosson | Savyon | Magshimim | Ganei Tikva | Gat Rimon | Maas | Petah Tikva | Kfar Sirkin
On intra-city and inter-city lines beginning or ending in cities outside of ring 1, there will be no change to the method of payment or charging. 

For your convenience, there are variety of ways to load your Rav Kav card before boarding:

“al-hakav” service Centers
at the CBS and throughout Gush Dan
rav Kav card issuing and charging service*

by credit card/cash

select store branches, 
kiosks, and businesses  

in gush Dan
by credit card/cash

Casponet aTMs
throughout Gush Dan – with no fee 

by credit card

From your mobile phone, on the 
rav Kav Online and hopon apps

on Android NFC-supported devices
by credit card

home Computer
with a dedicated card reader  

and Hopon
by credit card

automatic  
self-loading Machines

around Gush Dan and at train stations
by credit card/cash

On Dan lines only is it possible to pay for a single ride, without a transfer and eligibility discounts, with the hopon application

Charge before you board

For card-charging points: www.trans-reform.org.il | call center 8787

  Personal Rav-Kav cards are available at the “Al-Kav” Service Centers at no cost and anonymous Rav-Kav cards are available at a cost of NIS 5.
   A computer card reader (dongle) is necessary, which can be purchased at “Al-Kav” Centers for NIS 5.


